Efficient and highly organized transcription initiation and termination is fundamental to an 33 organism's ability to survive, proliferate, and quickly respond to its environment. Over the last 34 decade, our simplistic outlook of bacterial transcriptional regulation and architecture has evolved 35 to include stimulus-responsive regulation by untranslated RNA and the formation of alternate 36 transcriptional units. In this study, we map the transcriptional landscape of the bacterial pathogen 37 Streptococcus pneumoniae by applying a combination of high-throughput RNA-sequencing 38 techniques. Our study reveals a complex transcriptome wherein environment-respondent 39 alternate transcriptional units are observed within operons stemming from internal transcription 40 start sites (TSS) and transcription terminators (TTS) suggesting that more fine-tuning of 41 regulation occurs than previously thought. Additionally, we identify many putative cis-regulatory 42 RNA elements and riboswitches within 5'-untranslated regions (5'-UTR) of genes. By
The transcriptional architecture of bacterial genomes is far more complex than originally 55 proposed. The classical model of an operon describes a group of genes under the control of a ( Fig 4B) . Furthermore, the TSS and TTS identified by our analysis reveal features that have been 146 previously described in lower throughput assays [24] . Thus, although our data may highlight Genome-wide identification and pan-genome wide conservation of regulatory RNAs. 152 To identify RNA regulators that act through premature transcription termination, we compiled 3' 153 end sequencing reads upstream of translational start sites, allowing a minimum 5'-untranslated 154 region (UTR) length of 70 bases. We detected 565 such early TTS sites that represent putative 155 regulatory elements (represented in black (TSS) and orange (early TTS) in the inner band of Fig   156   2 ). By screening these regulatory elements against 380 published S. pneumoniae strains [35] , 157 covering a large part of the pan-genome, we found that 20 candidates (~4%) were conserved 158 across all genomes, 171 (45%) were identified in at least 350 genomes, 68 (~12%) candidates 159 were identified in fewer than half of the genomes (S1A Fig) , while a single candidate, identified 160 upstream of a transposase, was found only in T4. Interestingly, 415 (73%) candidates were found 161 as single copies within a genome, while the others had varying copy numbers ranging from 2 to 162 29. Evolutionary distance of each candidate cluster was estimated using MEGA-CC [36] , which 163 reveals that each cluster is made of highly similar, if not identical, sequences (S1B Fig) . The candidate RNAs were compared to previously identified S. pneumoniae small RNAs and to 166 homologs of characterized structured RNA families (including a variety of riboswitches and 167 other cis-regulatory structured RNAs). A total of 111 candidates overlap with previously 168 identified S. pneumoniae small RNAs (sRNAs), 86 out of the 88 intergenic sRNAs described in 169 [13] and 32, with an additional 24 within 150 nucleotides, out of 89 described by [15] (S5 Table) .
170
To identify homologs of characterized RNA families in T4 we used Infernal (an RNA specific 171 homology search tool, [37] ) to search the genome, which detected 51 of the 565 candidates, and 172 3 out of the 6 regulatory elements experimentally validated in this work (S4 Table) , indicating 173 the existence of many novel regulatory elements in T4. However, the coordinates identified by 174 Infernal do not always match with those identified by our methodology (S4 Table) . For example, 175 the 23S-methyl ncRNA identified by Infernal is found in T4 between coordinates 466473 and 176 466568, and the regulatory element experimentally identified is found between coordinates 177 466469 and 466579. All the Infernal identified ncRNAs overlapping with the candidates 178 identified here are listed in S4 Table. On the other hand, in certain cases like the L1 regulator, 179 the coordinates do not overlap at all. This could be due to the existence of a condition specific 180 secondary TSSs that were not picked up in our growth conditions. Despite these exceptions, the 181 majority of the Infernal identified ncRNAs families show complete overlap with the candidates.
183
Leveraging RNA-Seq data collected under various conditions enables identification and 184 validation of environment-responsive RNA regulators. 185 We reasoned that since we mapped RNA-regulators by means of 5'end sequencing, we would be 186 able to associate these regulators with specific growth conditions using environment dependent 187 RNA-Seq data. To confirm the biological relevance of an RNA regulator and associate it with a 188 specific condition one would expect to see a change in the 5' UTR coverage relative to the 189 accompanying gene. For instance, if a regulator forms an early terminator the RNA-Seq 190 coverage in the 5'UTR is relatively high, while the coverage in the controlled gene would be 191 much lower. Alternatively, if the environment relieves the formation of the early terminator the 192 coverage across the 5'UTR and gene would become less skewed. To determine the applicability 193 of this assumption we leveraged independently collected RNA-Seq data sampled under different 194 nutrient conditions including, rich and poor media, and nutrient depletion conditions where a 195 single nutrient was removed from the environment. RNA-Seq data were mapped to each putative 196 regulatory region and coverage was calculated and averaged across the length of the 5' UTR 197 regulatory element and the downstream gene. From our list of candidate 5'-UTR regulatory 198 elements, 128 showed more than two fold change in read-through between rich and poor media, validated that these riboswitches respond to poor media by increasing expression of their 208 respective genes ( Fig 5A-B) we suspected that this was due to depletion of each specific ligand 209 in the poor media. Indeed, when poor media is supplemented either with thiamine or riboflavin, 210 expression of the TPP or FMN controlled gene (SP0716 and SP0178 respectively) decreases by 211 more than 3-fold, suggesting that the observed differences between rich and poor media can be 212 attributed to the activity of these riboswitches. In an attempt to validate the feasibility of directly associating RNA-regulators with a highly 215 specific change in the environment we performed RNA-Seq in the presence and absence of 216 uracil. One specific regulatory element that is sensitive to uracil is the pyrR RNA element, which 217 in many bacteria regulates de novo pyrimidine nucleotide biosynthesis through a transcription 218 attenuation mechanism mediated by the PyrR regulatory protein [40, 41] . In the presence of the 219 co-regulator UMP, PyrR binds to the 5' UTR of the pyr mRNA transcript (the pyrR RNA 220 element) and disrupts the anti-terminator stem-loop thereby promoting the formation of a factor-221 independent transcription terminator resulting in reduced expression of downstream genes [40] 222 ( Fig 6A) . In contrast, the co-regulator 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) antagonizes 223 the action of UMP on termination by binding to the PyrR protein when UMP concentration is 224 low [42] ( Fig 6A) . For S. pneumoniae, our data confirms that pyrR RNA elements are present in 225 the 5' UTR of two pyr operons (SP1278-1276; SP0701-0702), and the uracil transporter 226 (SP1286). Furthermore, in response to the absence of uracil the coverage across the two genes 227 directly adjacent to the regulators (SP1278 and SP0701) and over the entire two operons 228 increases drastically ( Fig 6C) , demonstrating that the regulatory elements effectively turn the 229 genes/operons on, which we confirmed by qRT-PCR ( Fig 6D, S3 Fig) . Thus, while term-seq can 230 be used to map novel regulatory RNA candidates on a genome-wide scale, RNA-Seq data can be 231 leveraged, even in retrospect, to identify environmental conditions the regulator responds to.
233
The pyr operon is regulated through the secondary structure of the 5' RNA leader-region, is 234 essential for in vitro growth and in vivo virulence and can be directly manipulated. 235 To further investigate the importance of the pyrR regulatory RNA element in growth, three 236 different mutants were constructed that variably affect the 5' RNA secondary structure ( Fig 7A) : 237 1) mutation M1 interferes with the binding of PyrR to the pyr mRNA; 2) mutation M2 renders 238 the regulatory element in an "always on" state by destabilizing the rho-independent terminator 239 stem-loop structure that is formed in the presence of UMP; 3) M3 locks the terminator and 240 creates an "always off" state ( Fig 7A) . Wild type and mutant strains were cultured in the 241 presence or absence of uracil and the effect of the mutations on expression of SP1278 were 242 assessed with qRT-PCR ( Fig 7B) . As expected, expression in the wild type decreased (9.5-fold) 243 in the presence of uracil confirming the repressive effect of exogenous pyrimidine ( Fig 7B) [43].
244
M1, which should be insensitive to the presence of PyrR and its co-regulator UMP ( Fig 7A) is 245 indeed unresponsive to the presence of uracil ( Fig 7B) . M2 triggers constitutive expression of the 246 pyr operon ( Fig 7B) and M3 has a ~5-fold reduction in expression compared to the wild type 247 regardless of the presence of uracil ( Fig 7B) .
249
Previously we showed that the pyrimidine synthesis pathway in S. pneumoniae is partially 250 regulated by a two-component system (SP2192-2193) and that genes in this pathway are 251 important for growth [44] . To determine the importance of a functional pyrR regulatory RNA 252 element in growth, we performed growth experiments with mutants M1, M2 and M3 in the 253 absence and presence of uracil. These data suggest that a functional pyrR does not appear to be 254 absolutely necessary. For instance, while M1 may have a slight growth defect when cultured in 255 the absence of uracil, M2 has no growth defect in the presence or absence of uracil ( Fig 8A-B ).
256
Although both mutations result in constitutive expression of the pyr operon, mutation M1 leads 257 to higher expression ( Fig 7B) indicating that overexpression of the pyr genes may result in 258 accumulation of end products that are detrimental to the cell. Alternatively, the M2 pyrR RNA 259 element can still bind excess UMP-bound PyrR (as its PyrR binding domain is intact) thus 260 reducing the effective concentration of UMP in the cell and thereby potential accumulation 261 associated side-effects. Importantly, M3 has a severe growth defect compared to wild type in the 262 absence of uracil ( Fig 8A) , which can be partially rescued upon addition of uracil ( Fig 8B) . This 263 suggests that while a constitutive off-state is detrimental for the bacterium in the absence of 264 uracil a constitutive on-state can be overcome, indicating that efficient transcriptional control 265 may not be essential. ). In addition, M2, which constitutively over expresses the pyr operon, is also less 277 sensitive to 5-FOA then wild type ( Fig 8C&D) . Thus, the mutations we introduced into the pyrR 278 RNA element affect the secondary structure in the manner that we intended, and can have far 279 reaching regulatory and fitness effects. Importantly, it shows that a drug targeted against the 280 secondary structure can directly manipulate and severely hamper growth.
282
A remaining key question is the importance of RNA regulatory elements in colonization and the 283 induction of disease. Somewhat surprisingly our in vitro growth curves suggest that constitutive 284 expression of the pyr operon (M1) and constitutive overexpression (M2) is not all that 285 detrimental to growth, indicating that efficient regulation is not critical. To assess the effect of 286 loss of regulation on bacterial fitness in vivo, the pyrR RNA element mutants were tested in 1x1 287 competition assays (mutant vs. wild type) in a mouse infection model (Fig 9) . While fitness for 288 all three mutants is similar to the unmodified strain in vitro in the presence of uracil, M1 and M3 289 are unable to colonize and survive in the mouse nasopharynx, or infect and survive in the lung 290 and transition and survive in the blood ( Fig 9A&C) . M2 has less of a defect in vivo, but still has a 291 significantly diminished ability to infect and survive in the lung (Fig 9B) . These results indicate 292 that efficient regulation of the pyr operon in vivo is critical for growth and survival of S. 293 pneumoniae within the host. While we had previously shown that genes in the pyr operon are 294 important in vivo [44] , the regulatory findings in this project take our understanding a step 295 further and, importantly, in combination with the findings that 5-FOA can efficiently interact 296 with the RNA regulatory element, suggests that it is feasible to modulate in vivo fitness and 297 thereby virulence by targeting such regulatory elements. 1330 sense and 236 antisense TTSs, we uncovered a complex operon structure, which has also 307 been found in E. coli [4] . Importantly, such complexity likely allows for environment-dependent 308 modulation of gene expression producing variable transcripts in response to varying conditions, 309 which we illustrated here through analyses of a 9-gene complex operon and the mal regulon (Fig   310   4 ). Additionally, similar environment-dependent versatile operon behavior has been observed in 311 E. coli [4] and to a lesser extent in Mycoplasma pneumoniae [48] . This means that our 312 understanding is shifting dramatically and it is thus becoming clear that operons in bacteria 313 should be seen as adaptable structures that can significantly increase the regulatory capacity of 314 the transcriptome by responding to environmental changes in a highly specific manner. Importantly, besides the ability to re-construct an organism's intricate transcriptional landscape 328 we show that there is also a direct application of our multi-sequencing approach, namely the 329 ability to inhibit operons and/or pathways with specific chemicals or drugs that target the RNA 330 regulatory element. We show that this is possible for the pyrR RNA element, a regulatory 331 element that is important for pneumococcal growth and virulence, which means that this 332 regulatory element could be a potential antimicrobial drug target. This idea is further 333 strengthened by the fact that S. pneumoniae displays a growth defect in the presence of 5-FOA, 334 which directly relates to misregulation of pyrR RNA confirming its drug-able potential.
336
We believe that the presented multi-omics sequencing strategy brings a global understanding of 337 regulation in S. pneumoniae significantly closer, and because the approach is easily transferable 338 to other species, it will enable species-wide comparisons for conservation of operon structure and 339 regulatory elements. In addition, such detailed regulatory understanding creates new regulatory 340 control tools for synthetic biology purposes. Moreover, the combination with for instance in vivo 341 experiments shows that it is a realistic goal to design or select specific compounds that target 342 ribo-regulators in order to mitigate virulence or antibiotic resistance. Once the TSSs were identified, 5'-UTR regions with a length of at least 70 nucleotides were 414 scanned for mapped 3' end sequencing reads with a minimum coverage of 2 to identify putative 415 early terminators. 5'-UTR regions with a predicted early TTS were binned as candidate 416 regulatory elements. The nucleotide sequence for each candidate element was obtained and 417 folded using RNAFold [55] . Secondary structures and free energy values were compiled for each 418 candidate. Putative candidates were compared to known bacterial non-coding RNAs described in The response of candidate regulatory elements to different media conditions were assessed by 422 calculating the RNA-Seq coverage in both the regulatory element and the regulated gene. Read-423 through was calculated for each of the candidates as described previously [32] . Briefly, read-424 through is the ratio (denoted in percentage) of the average coverage across the gene to that of the 425 5'-UTR identified here. The greater the read-through, the higher the expression of the gene with 426 respect to the 5'-UTR. That is, if the regulator reduced the expression of the gene, read-through 427 would be small. If the regulator turned on gene expression in response to certain conditions, the 428 read-through would be large. Wild type and pyrR RNA mutants of T4 were grown for 2 hours and diluted to an OD 600 of 0.015 449 in fresh media, with varying concentrations of uracil and/or 5-FOA. Growth assays were 450 performed in 96-well plates for 16 hours by taking OD600 measurements every half hour using a 451 Tecan Infiniti Pro plate reader (Tecan). Growth assays were performed no less than two times.
453
In vivo pyrR mutant fitness determination 454 1 x 1 competition experiments were performed with pyrR RNA mutants (M1 to M3) that were 455 competed against the wild-type strain after which bacterial fitness was calculated as previously 
